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How to Live the Dream
A New York Times Notable Book In medieval England, a runaway scholar-priest named Nicholas
Barber has joined a traveling theater troupe as they make their way toward their liege lord's castle. In
need of money, they decide to perform at a village en route. When their traditional morality plays fail to
garner them an audience, they begin to stage the "the play of Thomas Wells"--their own depiction of the
real-life drama unfolding within the village around the murder of a young boy. The villagers believe
they have already identified the killer, and the troupe believes their play will be a straightforward
depiction of justice served. But soon the players soon learn that the details of the crime are elusive, and
the lines between performance and reality become blurred as they discover, scene by scene, line by line,
what really happened. Thought-provoking and unforgettable, Morality Play is at once a masterful work
of historical fiction, a gripping murder mystery, and a literary work of the first order.

Hungry
Homecamp is an impressive package that will inspire you to switch off and get lost in the beauty and
wonder that nature has to offer. It's difficult to find nature amidst the rush, bustle and electronic pop-ups
that flood our modern lives - to leave stress and hurry behind, embracing the simple pleasure to be found
in pounding waves, a roaring campfire and a sky full of stars. But nature isn't as far away as you think.
Homecamp is a beautiful collection of stories and images from everyday adventurers - people who have
found ways to experience and embrace the outdoors, on their terms. Some have gone on epic adventures:
sold their belongings and lived in a van, trekked through the Himalayas or biked across continents.
Others simply found new ways of seeing the world around them: cleaned up a beach, learned how to
forage or spent a night alone in the woods. All found that their experiences in nature transformed their
lives and freed them, even if only briefly, from the monotony of their 9-5 grind. This book will inspire
you to rediscover the joys and the rejuvenating power of spending time outside. Along with compelling
stories, interviews and imagery, you'll find a how-to guide full of helpful tips, from how to choose and
set up camp to brewing the perfect campfire coffee and enjoying the outdoors without a trace.

Morality Play
A weekend trip, a longer vacation off the beaten track, or a nomadic journey around the globe. HIt the
Road features vans, overland vehicles, and their passionate owners-and celebrates a life on the move. Hit
the Road - and leave your comfort zone behind. Step aboard a four-wheeled home that allows you the
freedom to stay wherever you want, whenever you want, and however you want. WAtch the passing
landscapes, follow the desire to see what is just over the horizon line, and escape from modern
monotony. Be it the story of a couple that traveled across Spain, Portugal, and the United Kingdom in a
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Volkswagen T4 on a journey to enrich their culinary education to a trek from one tip of Canada to the
other behind the wheel of a Honda Element with the aurora borealis as a guiding light to a group of
friends who perseveringly drove a Porsche 944 from England to Cape Town: Hit the Road welcomes
you to follow these nomads and their journeys with stunning photography and details of their intrepid
transportation. RIdes range from classic Volkswagen Bullis to refurbished Airstream trailers and
unstoppable 4x4s. FRom the deserts of Africa to the snow-capped mountains of Mongolia: prepare to hit
the road.

The Miracle Goal (The Selwood Boys, #2)
A reclusive designer living in a custom tiny house in the middle of the Montana wilderness. A couple
who traded their expensive Bay Area apartment for a slip at a nearby marina, where they live on a
docked sailboat. A family of five who decided to simplify their lives by moving into a school bus,
selling most of their possessions in the process. Nomad features their stories, and many more. From
vanlifers to boondockers, liveaboards to tiny-house dwellers, these freedom seekers have forged a new
way of life for themselves—one that values experiences over things, is environmentally conscious, and is
often more budget-friendly than their “rooted” lives ever were. The ubiquity of the internet has ushered
in a new era of connectivity that makes working from an Airstream beside a roaring river or running a
photography business from a mountaintop a reality. It’s now possible to do whatever you want from
wherever you want and still have a foothold in the world. This book shows you how, with tours of 26
unconventional homes and the people who live in them, plus all the information you need to make your
own off-the-grid dream a reality. There are chapters on bathroom and storage—two of the most
challenging aspects of this lifestyle—plus a comprehensive guide to finding the right home, assessing the
cost of renovation, handy products for small spaces, and indispensable resources (including sources for
replacement RV parts, portable power solutions, tiny wood stoves, and much more).

The Journey
The New Outsiders celebrates outdoor creativity. Fresh ideas, adventurers and sustainable entrepreneurs
inspire a new outdoor generation to live a life less ordinary under the open sky. There is something
about the great outdoors that makes us want to go back each time we return home from a field trip. We
crave the crisp fresh air. We desire the raw experience that only nature can grant us. Driven by the will
to unplug from our daily routines we seek to reconnect with something that feels more authentic. The
New Outsiders celebrates outdoor creativity and presents brands and ideas shaping the ethos of today's
adventurers and entrepreneurs. They develop products, run companies, explore far-flung countries and
pursue activities with sustainability and social responsibility in mind. The New Outsiders introduces
some of the most outstanding of these free spirits and presents in-depth features on niche activities and
must-visit locations. Co-edited by creative director and outdoor enthusiast Jeffrey Bowman this volume
is a must have for everyone who wants to call the great outdoors their second home.

Stop at Nothing
Immerse yourself in the traditions that have defined our cultures and reveal our connection to what make
us human. A new generation wants to lead a more meaningful and sustainable life by reconnecting with
heritage and traditions. They are looking to the craftsmanship, lifestyle, and unique experiences of the
people keeping these practices alive. The New Traditional tells the stories of those devoting their energy,
skills, and creativity to crafts such as blacksmithing, distilling spirits, and globe making, and its authors
revisit the customs of growing old varieties of apple, beekeeping and producing honey in gardens or on
rooftops, and being modern shepherds in Italy or Iceland. They always seek to help preserve cultural
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traditions and share them with likeminded people.

Nomadland: Surviving America in the Twenty-First Century
Four future AFL stars under one roof!? Go back to where it all began with The Selwood Boys In the
Selwood house, there's madness and mayhem every day - and footy, of course! Meet the Selwood boys
There's the twins, Troy and Adam, pulling pranks and making mischief, then Joel with his sneaky,
cheeky antics, and finally little Scott, who just does his best (or make that his worst!) to keep up. Joel is
playing his first full season and loving being the local star. But when a new friend struggles to make it
the team, can Joel be a footy legend and a good mate? PRAISE FOR THE SELWOOD BOYS:
BATTLE ROYALE 'the perfect suggestion for readers of Specky Magee a fantastic tale for all young
readers, aged seven and up, with a love for the game.' Books+Publishing, Four stars

Project VanLife
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the
Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled
school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school
mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian,
which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that
reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he
attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is
perfect for fans and collectors alike.

The Electronic Nomad
The inspiration for Chloé Zhao's 2020 Golden Lion award-winning film starring Frances McDormand.
"People who thought the 2008 financial collapse was over a long time ago need to meet the people
Jessica Bruder got to know in this scorching, beautifully written, vivid, disturbing (and occasionally
wryly funny) book." —Rebecca Solnit From the beet fields of North Dakota to the campgrounds of
California to Amazon’s CamperForce program in Texas, employers have discovered a new, low-cost
labor pool, made up largely of transient older adults. These invisible casualties of the Great Recession
have taken to the road by the tens of thousands in RVs and modified vans, forming a growing
community of nomads. Nomadland tells a revelatory tale of the dark underbelly of the American
economy—one which foreshadows the precarious future that may await many more of us. At the same
time, it celebrates the exceptional resilience and creativity of these Americans who have given up
ordinary rootedness to survive, but have not given up hope.

Wanderlust USA
Train trips are classic yet very of the moment. This book introduces its readers to a wide variety of trains
and routes from around the world that all offer extraordinary travel experiences.

Nomad
Discover magical, remote locations around the world, from Africa to the Arctic, that will help you
disconnect from modern life and enter a state of wonder. Silence. Calm. Open spaces. These are the new
luxuries. In this turbulent era it has become ever more crucial to disconnect and slow down. Remote
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Places to Stay shares 22 out-of-the-way places where you can get off the grid and reconnect to the
essentials, surrounded by raw pristine nature. Some of these remote places are only accessible by foot,
others by train, small boat, or bush plane--but they are all places with a very strong sense of space. From
lavish to spare architecture, from the Arctic to the desert landscapes of Africa, from a peaceful retreat in
the Himalayas to a secret convent in the south of Italy, each exceptional retreat has been carefully
selected to inspire and spark a state of wonder. Exploring the pages of Remote Places to Stay is a visual
journey you will never forget.

Hit the Road, Jac!
This essential guidebook for anyone looking to hit the road, from the weekend warriors to the full-time
nomads, combines practical information, inspirational photography, and engaging stories of travel and
adventure. It helps the reader transition past the 9-5 to the nomadic lifestyle, and then guide them to the
best vistas, hikes, and adventures in the country. Interspersed stories of nomads (and their beautiful
photographs) sharing their struggles and triumphs from the road show every side to #vanlife from
families to solo female travelers to older couples and minorities on the road. While it's certainly
rewarding, living full time on the road is challenging. There are many harsh realities that prospective
vanlifers don't think of before diving in headfirst. This book covers everything from safety tips and
concerns, how-to tips for building out a van, strategies for finding free and legal camping spots, and how
to live a Leave No Trace nomadic life. Trip reports for the modern nomad include sample road trip
itineraries and some of the best camping areas, paired with adventures in National Parks and other public
lands.

Cliffhanger
Pack light and get on your bike. Ride with friends on a weekend trip or for the long haul. Experience the
most exciting motorcycle road trips in the world.

Below Zero
Our longing for simplicity, clarity, and retreat often leads us into nature. Hide and Seek showcases a
range of charming and elegant hideouts that satisfy this yearning.

Rosie’s Travelling Tea Shop
Hit the open road with this practical and inspiring guide. In the first half, you'll discover how to choose
and customise your perfect van, and get it fitted for sleeping, cooking and storage. In part two, we'll tell
you how to stay safe, save money and park legally, then share the best road trips around the world,
complete with itineraries.

Orange Is Optimism
Orange is Optimism is a pictotext, a blend between photobook and novel. It follows seekers and
wanderers Kit and J.R. on a quest for Tangerine Hot Springs, a place of hobo dreams brought to fruition.
A ride through the wilds of the American Road and a journey through the mind, this book will show you
why an optimist is the most radical thing you can be.

Hide and Seek
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Long-distance trekking, short day trips out of town, an extended weekend escapade; the first series
installment of our bestselling Wanderlust has it all. Experienced outdoor enthusiasts and those lacing-up
their boots for their first time: prepare to hike the diverse American landscape. Whether aiming to
conquer epic expeditions, or simply complete a day hike to recharge, paths of every size await the
intrepid wayfarer in Wanderlust USA, a book that serves as a blueprint for adventurous souls in search
of new summits. Stunning photography and insightful tips from veteran long-distance hiker Cam Honan
bring many bucolic treks to life, including the unmissable California ancient redwoods and misty
waterfalls of Yosemite Park, as well as Utah's dramatic canyons, and the Atlantic cliffs of Maine.

Remote Places to Stay
More and more people are hitting the road tothe middle of nowhere. Along less-traveledpaths they are
heading up mountains anddown dunes in converted mobile homes,campers, trucks, or vans. They are
enjoyingthe drive and the view through mud-splatteredwindshields as much as the stops andevening
campfires amid stunning terrain.Although many of us love living in cities,we have a growing longing to
escapeinto nature. The outdoor scene is boomingand many people are heading off to discoverit with
their own converted vehicles. Thisway, they can determine their own routes,itineraries, and pace, as well
as how manychallenges they'd like to meet along theway. After a day on the go, these
multifunctionalvehicles also serve as kitchens, campgrounds,and sleeping quarters that offer agreat deal
more improvised fun than a standard,perfectly equipped RV. Conventionalluxuries are eschewed for the
sake of greaterfreedom, tranquility, and adventure.Off the Road captures the special moodof such trips
by solo travelers, couples, orfamilies who are seeking an alternative to amore standard vacation or want
to live theirlives differently --at least for a while. Onthe one hand, the book shows how familiarmodels,
such as VW buses, Land Rovers,jeeps, and Toyotas are being rediscoveredand repurposed for these
exploits. Onthe other, it presents automotive dreamsturned into customized, homey vehiclesthat offer
tailgate breakfasts or roof beds tobetter admire the stars and that can, in anemergency, cross a river or
drag a fallen treefrom the road.Whether exploring the desert, showingchildren the world, or navigating
polarlandscapes, the journeys collected in Offthe Road are as unique as the people whotake them. From
radical escapists to fansof nature looking for their next trip, thebook celebrates the joy of being on the
goon four wheels.

The Outsiders
In May of 2015, Lenny Flank left his St Petersburg FL apartment for the last time, climbed into a fouryear-old cargo van that had been outfitted with a sleeping bag bed, a homemade sink, a homemade
toilet, and a solar panel for electricity, and set out to live on the road. This book is a chronicle of some of
his adventures living and traveling around the country. It is part travelogue, describing the history of
some of the interesting and unusual places he has been to and people he has met: It is also part how-to
guide, for anyone who gets the travel bug and wants to follow their inner hippie, take to the road, and
live the nomadic lifestyle of the van dweller. Illustrated.

The New Outsiders
"From Timbuktu to Kathmandu via Machu Picchu Overlanders' Handbook covers everything you need
to know in one comprehensive manual"--Back cover.

The Falcon Guide to Van Life
For every woman who has ever been called outdoorsy comes a collection of stories that inspires
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unforgettable adventure. Beautiful, empowering, and exhilarating, She Explores is a spirited celebration
of female bravery and courage, and an inspirational companion for any woman who wants to travel the
world on her own terms. Combining breathtaking travel photography with compelling personal
narratives, She Explores shares the stories of 40 diverse women on unforgettable journeys in nature:
women who live out of vans, trucks, and vintage trailers, hiking the wild, cooking meals over campfires,
and sleeping under the stars. Women biking through the countryside, embarking on an unknown road
trip, or backpacking through the outdoors with their young children in tow. Complementing the
narratives are practical tips and advice for women planning their own trips, including: • Preparing for a
solo hike • Must-haves for a road-trip kitchen • Planning ahead for unknown territory • Telling your
own story A visually stunning and emotionally satisfying collection for any woman craving new
landscapes and adventure.

Homecamp
From dog sledding to ice fishing to waterfall climbing to bandy, countless possibilities await beyond the
crowded ski slope and traditional winter activities. Create the winter wonderland that you desire and
crave. Colder temperatures invite a variety of unique ways to interact with nature. Dog sleighs and
snowshoes facilitate movement across snowy plains for everyday icy life whilst ice motocross and figure
skating provide a burst of adrenaline. Whether you are looking for a vacation spot where the sun
shimmers off of a glittering frozen cliff or for an athletic alternative to the conventional ski slopes,
Below Zero celebrates the search for cabins instead of offices and parkas instead of suit jackets. Through
images of landscapes dusted in a powdery palette and depictions of cold weather athletics, any questions
of what to do with a snow day are answered in Below Zero. This volume explores the brisk side of
nature's beauty and the adventures that await when the mercury drops.

Himalaya Bound: One Family's Quest to Save Their Animals--And an Ancient Way
of Life
Explore the world one step at a time. Wanderlust presents legendary walking routes with inviting maps,
practical tips, and inspiring landscape photographs. The exciting Canyon Trail in Zion-National Park,
the spectacular El Caminito del Rey in Spain, the pilgrim trail on the holy Kumano Kodo in Japan or a
mythical hiking path in the land of the giants in Norway - Wanderlust explores legendary hiking trails in
enchanting corners of the world and over a variety of terrain: thin ice and desert sands; coastal tracks and
forest pathways. Spectacular photography illustrates journeys to sharp summits, astonishing vistas, and
phenomenal locales. With maps featuring noteworthy locations alongside background information and
practical tips by Cam Honan, an expert who has hiked many of the trails himself, Wanderlust will suit
both intrepid beginners and seasoned trekkers. From modern-day transcendentalists or those who simply
desire a casual break from concrete scenery, Wanderlust allows readers to live vicariously through vivid
portraits or use the trips as impetus for their own hiking journey. Following faded footsteps of migrating
animals or paths of ancient trade routes, the trails featured in Wanderlust offer both outdoor exploration
and enjoyment.

Wanderlust
"So engrossing, so transporting, so moving, I didn't want it to end! A beautiful, lyrical read-I loved every
last word of it!" -Alyson Noël, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author of The Immortals series What is
the soundtrack of your life? After living in twelve places in eight years, Calle Smith finds herself in
Andreas Bay, California, at the start of ninth grade. Another new home, another new schoolCalle knows
better than to put down roots. Her song journal keeps her moving to her own soundtrack, bouncing
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through a world best kept at a distance. Yet before she knows it, friends creep in-as does an unlikely boy
with a secret. Calle is torn over what may be her first chance at love. With all that she's hiding and all
that she wants, can she find something lasting beyond music? And will she ever discover why she and
her mother have been running in the first place? "Songs for a Teenage Nomad will send you searching
for songs with meaning for the major events of your own life." -Cindy Hudson, author of Book by Book:
The Complete Guide to Creating Mother-Daughter Book Clubs. "The best kind of song takes you on a
roller coaster ride of emotions. It makes you think. You find yourself humming and pondering it for
days. Songs for a Teenage Nomad does the book version of this. It's an unforgettable story that music
lovers in particular will appreciate, but every teenager trying to find their place in the world should
read." -Stephanie Kuehnert, author of I Wanna Be Your Joey Ramoneand Ballads of Suburbia

Living the RV Life
A gorgeous work of literary journalism that follows a nomadic family’s fraught migration to the high
Himalayan plains, as a changing world closes in around them. Following his vivid account of traveling
with one of the last camel caravans on earth in Men of Salt, Michael Benanav now brings us along on a
journey with a tribe of forest-dwelling nomads in India. Welcomed into a family of nomadic water
buffalo herders, he joins them on their annual spring migration into the Himalayas. More than a glimpse
into an endangered culture, this superb adventure explores the relationship between humankind and wild
lands, and the dubious effect of environmental conservation on peoples whose lives are inseparably
intertwined with the natural world. The migration Benanav embarked upon was plagued with problems,
as government officials threatened to ban this nomadic family—and others in the Van Gujjar tribe—from
the high alpine meadows where they had summered for centuries. Faced with the possibility that their
beloved buffaloes would starve to death, and that their age-old way of life was doomed, the family
charted a risky new course, which would culminating in an astonishing mountain rescue. And Benanav
was arrested for documenting the story of their plight. Intimate and enthralling, Himalaya Bound paints
a sublime picture of a rarely-seen world, revealing the hopes and fears, hardships and joys, of a people
who wonder if there is still a place for them on this planet. Laced with stories of tribal cultures from
India to Yellowstone, from Jordan to Kenya, Benanav deftly wends through the controversial terrain
where Western ways of protecting the environment clash with indigenous understandings of nature.
Himalaya Bound celebrates and mourns an ancient way of life, while revealing an unlikely battleground
in the fight to save the earth.

Ride Out!
Whether you’re downsizing or thrill-seeking—or anything in between—find out if the RV lifestyle is right
for you, and learn how to transition from a life of traditional home-ownership to one on the road. Do you
love traveling? Meeting new people and seeing new places? Are you craving a life that feels meaningful
and new? The RV lifestyle could be the answer. Both aspirational and practical, Living the RV Life is
your ultimate guide to living life on the road—for people of all ages looking to downsize, travel, or work
on the go. Learn if life in a motor home is right for you, with insightful details on the experiences of fulltime RV-ers, tips for how to choose an RV (how big? new or used?), whether to sell your home (and if
not, what to do with it), model costs, sample routes and destinations, basic vehicle maintenance, legal
and government considerations—and much more! Written in a light and an easy-to-understand style,
Living the RV Life is your bible to living a mobile life.

Hit the Road
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Gloria Steinem—writer, activist, organizer, and inspiring
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leader—tells a story she has never told before, a candid account of her life as a traveler, a listener, and a
catalyst for change. ONE OF O: THE OPRAH MAGAZINE’S TEN FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE
YEAR | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Harper’s Bazaar • St. Louis PostDispatch • Publishers Weekly When people ask me why I still have hope and energy after all these
years, I always say: Because I travel. Taking to the road—by which I mean letting the road take
you—changed who I thought I was. The road is messy in the way that real life is messy. It leads us out of
denial and into reality, out of theory and into practice, out of caution and into action, out of statistics and
into stories—in short, out of our heads and into our hearts. Gloria Steinem had an itinerant childhood.
When she was a young girl, her father would pack the family in the car every fall and drive across
country searching for adventure and trying to make a living. The seeds were planted: Gloria realized that
growing up didn’t have to mean settling down. And so began a lifetime of travel, of activism and
leadership, of listening to people whose voices and ideas would inspire change and revolution. My Life
on the Road is the moving, funny, and profound story of Gloria’s growth and also the growth of a
revolutionary movement for equality—and the story of how surprising encounters on the road shaped
both. From her first experience of social activism among women in India to her work as a journalist in
the 1960s; from the whirlwind of political campaigns to the founding of Ms. magazine; from the historic
1977 National Women’s Conference to her travels through Indian Country—a lifetime spent on the road
allowed Gloria to listen and connect deeply with people, to understand that context is everything, and to
become part of a movement that would change the world. In prose that is revealing and rich, Gloria
reminds us that living in an open, observant, and “on the road” state of mind can make a difference in
how we learn, what we do, and how we understand each other. Praise for My Life on the Road “This
legendary feminist makes a compelling case for traveling as listening: a way of letting strangers’ stories
flow, as she puts it, ‘out of our heads and into our hearts.’”—People “Like Steinem herself, [My Life on
the Road] is thoughtful and astonishingly humble. It is also filled with a sense of the momentous while
offering deeply personal insights into what shaped her.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “A lyrical meditation
on restlessness and the quest for equity . . . Part of the appeal of My Life is how Steinem, with
evocative, melodic prose, conveys the air of discovery and wonder she felt during so many of her
journeys. . . . The lessons imparted in Life on the Road offer more than a reminiscence. They are a
beacon of hope for the future.”—USA Today “A warmly companionable look back at nearly five decades
as itinerant feminist organizer and standard-bearer. If you’ve ever wondered what it might be like to sit
down with Ms. Steinem for a casual dinner, this disarmingly intimate book gives a pretty good idea,
mixing hard-won pragmatic lessons with more inspirational insights.”—The New York Times “Steinem
rocks. My Life on the Road abounds with fresh insights and is as populist as can be.”—The Boston Globe

How to Live in a Car, Van, Or RV
If you've always wanted to live a wild and free life on the road but have no idea how to get started, read
on? Are you bored with living in the city, going to work, and never seeing anything outside your house
or office? Do you feel like the walls are closing in on you? Do you finally want to say "goodbye" to the
city streets and "hello" to the open road? If so, then we're here to help. Van Life is a lifestyle associated
with freedom. With four wheels on the road at all times, you can go anywhere and do anything. If you've
considered walking away from it all to join the legions of van dwellers, let us lend a helping
hand.Everywhere on social media, you see breathtaking pictures of converted vans. These people who
have launched themselves into van living with complete success. They seem to live the ultimate dream
of freedom, rebellion, and careless, peaceful existence. Are you ready to join them? Here's just a tiny
fraction of what you'll discover:?Whether van life is right for you - a look into balancing the reality with
the dream?Creating an environment of health and wellness no matter where you go?How to choose your
new home? and how to make it a haven on wheels?How to prepare for life on the road?How to plan your
new lifestyle and secrets to transitioning to road life?Storage solutions to maximize your space?Planning
a budget and much, much more!
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She Explores
The life of urban nomads places new demands on cities, residences, and working spaces. This book
presents temporary architecture, flexible room and furniture concepts, and tools for a generation that
feels at home in every corner of the globe.

My Life on the Road
Showcasing hundreds of funky vehicles, awe-inspiring landscapes, and cleverly designed interiors in
tiny spaces from around the world, Van Life is perfect for who anyone daydreams about living on the
open road. More and more people-from millennials to baby boomers-are taking a break from
conventional life for the freedom, tranquility, and adventure of being on the road and living in a
converted vintage truck, camper, or van. One of these vandwellers, Foster Huntington, created the
#vanlife hashtag as he chronicled his adventures living in a van while driving it across the country. He
tapped into a community of like-minded individuals looking to explore nature at their own pace and live
a debt-free lifestyle. Van Life showcases the best crowd-sourced photographs from Foster's tumblr
account, van-life.net, many of which have never been posted. Organized into sections like Volkswagen
vans, American vans, converted vans, school buses, and more, the hundreds of photos include shots of
the unique vehicles, the beautiful locations they've been parked including stunning beaches, dramatic
mountains and picturesque forests, fully designed interiors with kitchens and sleeping quarters, and
more. Also included are interviews with solo travelers, couples, and families who are living this new
American dream.

The New Nomads
A photography book celebrating the nomadic lifestyle and community of vanlife through interviews,
essential advice for living on the road, and more than 200 photos of tiny rolling homes. Inspired by the
blog and Instagram account, Vanlife Diaries is an inspiring and detailed look into the world of the
rolling homes built and occupied by a new generation of modern nomads: a range of professionals and
creatives who have ditched conventional houses for the freedom of the road and the beauty of the
outdoors. More than 200 photographs feature the vanlifers, their pets, and their converted vans and
buses--VWs, Sprinters, Toyotas, and more--with the interiors uniquely customized and decorated for
their work and hobbies, as well as the stunning natural locations that are the movement's inspiration.
Interviews and narrative captions share the stories of these nomads and how they decided to pursue
vanlife, and provide practical tips and inspiration for downsizing, finding and converting your vehicle,
and working and living on the road.

Overlanders' Handbook
Are you sick of the rat race, working at a job you hate and still just barely surviving? Are you ready to
do it for the rest of your life? Or have you been laid-off or "downsized" and can't afford to live anymore.
If so this book is for you. In it I give detailed directions how to get rid of your rent or mortgage payment
and live in a vehicle.That way you can get out of debt, save money, travel and live free. You can live on
so little money you can tell your boss to, "Take this job and shove it!" Sound good? Let's get started!

Vanlife Diaries
From its origins in China and Scandinavia, the sport of skiing has come a long way to attract daring
athletes, tourists and locals on winter holiday, the chic and wealthy leisure class, and international
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royalty. On the technical side, pioneering innovators developed cutting-edge equipment that, over the
years, has grown skiing to become a fiercely competitive spectator sport while, on the cultural side, the
exciting and well-groomed stars of the ski world and jetsetter destinations have come to define a
distinctive and popular global culture and aspirational lifestyle. The Stylish Life: Skiing is a nostalgic
and spectacular journey through alpine history and beyond, including this singularly unique sport's
founders, superstars, influence on design and entertainment, and the evolution of its resorts, fashion,
equipment, and much more.

Van Life
This book should be read by anyone still holding back from taking a risk and pursuing their dreams.
When her conventional life fell apart, Jacqui Furneaux responded in a way that surprised many. Her
random global wanderings for seven years stride an apparently obsolete motorcycle brought beauty,
friendship, laughter, and romance on the road; when she wasn't fending off amorous sea-dogs or facing
some other adversity with quiet courage.

Off the Road
The trip of a lifetime!

Songs for a Teenage Nomad
In Stop at Nothing Annabel Crabb brings all her wit and perceptiveness to the story of Malcolm
Turnbull. This is a memorable look at the Prime Minister in action – his flaws and achievements – as
well as his past lives and adventures. Drawing on extensive interviews with Turnbull, Crabb delves into
his university exploits – which included co-authoring a musical with Bob Ellis – and his remarkable
relationship with Kerry Packer, the man for whom he was first a prized attack dog and then a mortal
enemy. She examines the extent to which Turnbull – colourful, aggressive, humorous and ruthless – has
changed. Crabb tells how he first lost, and then won back, the Liberal leadership, and explores the
challenges that now face him today as the forward-looking leader of a conservative Coalition.

The Stylish Life
Journey upwards with Cliffhanger, a dizzyingly beautiful presentation of the people and places that
make up the world of climbing. Climbing has recently exploded as a global phenomenon, thanks to a
plethora of dedicated gyms springing up and media coverage that has had a wide reach. Using
breathtaking imagery and in-depth stories, Cliffhanger gives you a complete look at the world of this
outdoor pursuit--both as a sport and a lifestyle--by highlighting the people, places, history, and culture
that make the activity so fascinating. Whether you've been doing it for a long time or have never climbed
in your life, this book will make your palms sweat and your heart race.

The Vanlife Companion
Products, brands, and ideas that capture the evolving ethos of today's outdoor and lifestyle entrepreneurs.

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Get inspired and come along on the adventure of a lifetime. Learn what it takes to step outside of your
comfort zone in order to live a life fueled by passion. Join a 22-year-old professional mountain bike
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racer and his girlfriend as they enter into the world of entrepreneurship in order to keep their dreams and
passions alive while they transition from "college life" into the real world. Following their hearts, these
two dreamers set out to chase the largest professional mountain bike series in North America during the
summer of 2014. The epic journey has them living out of a used van for 90 days as they drive over
15,000 miles on an almost inexistent budget. All the while, they struggle to run several business and
philanthropic endeavors from their rolling office in order to fulfill the vision they see for their lives. This
book illustrates the devastating heartbreak of defeat and the heavenly thrill of triumph only available to
those who dedicate their lives to a purpose greater than themselves. Let these young adventurers
motivate you as they lay it all on the line to prove, firsthand, what VanLife is all about.

The New Traditional
A food critic chronicles four years spent traveling with René Redzepi, the renowned chef of Noma, in
search of the most tantalizing flavors the world has to offer. "If you want to understand modern
restaurant culture, you need to read this book."--Ruth Reichl, author of Save Me the Plums Hungry is a
book about not only the hunger for food, but for risk, for reinvention, for creative breakthroughs, and for
connection. Feeling stuck in his work and home life, writer Jeff Gordinier happened into a fateful
meeting with Danish chef René Redzepi, whose restaurant, Noma, has been called the best in the world.
A restless perfectionist, Redzepi was at the top of his game but was looking to tear it all down, to shutter
his restaurant and set out for new places, flavors, and recipes. This is the story of the subsequent four
years of globe-trotting culinary adventure, with Gordinier joining Redzepi as his Sancho Panza. In the
jungle of the Yucatán peninsula, Redzepi and his comrades go off-road in search of the perfect taco. In
Sydney, they forage for sea rocket and sandpaper figs in suburban parks and on surf-lashed beaches. On
a boat in the Arctic Circle, a lone fisherman guides them to what may or may not be his secret cache of
the world's finest sea urchins. And back in Copenhagen, the quiet canal-lined city where Redzepi started
it all, he plans the resurrection of his restaurant on the unlikely site of a garbage-filled lot. Along the
way, readers meet Redzepi's merry band of friends and collaborators, including acclaimed chefs such as
Danny Bowien, Kylie Kwong, Rosio Sánchez, David Chang, and Enrique Olvera. Hungry is a memoir, a
travelogue, a portrait of a chef, and a chronicle of the moment when daredevil cooking became the most
exciting and groundbreaking form of artistry. Praise for Hungry "In Hungry, Gordinier invokes such
playful and lush prose that the scents of mole, chiles and even lingonberry juice waft off the
page."--Time "This wonderful book is really about the adventures of two men: a great chef and a great
journalist. Hungry is a feast for the senses, filled with complex passion and joy, bursting with life. Not
only did Jeff Gordinier make me want to jump on the next flight (to Mexico, Copenhagen, Sydney) in
search of the perfect meal, but he also reminded me to stop and savor the ride."--Dani Shapiro, author of
Inheritance
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